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End of c0t0d0s0.org
From time to time it is necessary to think about all the stuff you carry around with you that holds you back or is too
freighted. I decided this weekend to stop c0t0d0s0.org. To be exact ... i'm thinking about it for a while, but in the last few
days i made up mind about it. There were few new articles in the last years anyway. So it's probably not that much of a
change. But the active decision to stop c0t0d0s0.org was long overdue.
So I decided to put the whole site in the "archive" mode. Even without new articles there is still a lot of traffic on the
content and i don't want it to take it away.
However i decided to start something new as well. This is not the end of me writing things. There will be a follow-on to
my old blog, almost from scratch. I still want and need a place to share things like my findings about performance
problems at customers or when i find a interesting capability of Solaris. However the new site will cover my much
broadened interests as well. It's a fresh start.
On this blog will be only one new article after this one explaining where you can find my new site, perhaps afters this just
articles that points to corresponding articles in the new blog, but i'm not sure about that. I will redirect feeds and stuff
like that to the new blog as soon as the new site is ready. So no action from your site nescessary.
Posted by Joerg Moellenkamp in English, General at 07:26
Good luck
Anonymous on May 1 2017, 08:58
Thank you for many interesting blog posts. Good luck with all new endeavours!
Anonymous on May 1 2017, 11:21
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